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Unified Threat Management - Global Market Trajectory &amp; Analytics report added ResearchAndMarkets' .com. UnitedHealth Group Inc. agreed to acquire Change Healthcare Inc. in a deal valued at about $8 billion. UnitedHealth will pay $25.75 per share in cash, the companies said Wednesday, a 41 percent premium to change healthcare's closing price of $18.24 on Tuesday.
Including more than $5 billion in debt to Change Healthcare, the deal is $13 billion. The deal combines Change Healthcare with UnitedHealth's OptumInsight unit to provide software, data analytics, technology and other services to the healthcare industry. The acquisition is one of UnitedHealth's largest and is yet another step in expanding the company's health services business
under its Optum division. The companies said the combination would help simplify healthcare-related services to improve health outcomes and reduce costs. Both companies live in the complex behind-the-scenes state of U.S. health care, where companies determine which medical care is appropriate and provide services to transfer information about claims and payments
between insurers, medical providers and patients. Together, we will help streamline and inform the vital clinical, administrative and payment processes on which health care providers and payers depend to serve patients, UnitedHealth Group Chairman and Optum CEO Andrew Witty said in a release. Change Healthcare rose 39% in premarket trading at 6 a.m.m 56 in New York.
They had reached 16% in the last 12 months by Monday. UnitedHealth fell 2.3% in premarket trading. Reach expansion In recent years, UnitedHealth has expanded its reach beyond health insurance. Through its Optum division, the company supplies more and more medical care directly to patients and sells consulting, technology and data to other healthcare units. Change
Healthcare CEO Neil de Crescenzo will lead the combined business unit as ceo of OptumInsight, the companies said. Change Healthcare, based in Nashville, Tennessee, has about 15,000 employees, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. OptumInsight is the smallest business unit in the Optum family by turnover, but it has the highest operating margins in the company's
reported segments, more than 20% in the last three full years. OptumInsight's revenue was approximately $2.8 billion as of June 30. This includes revenue from external customers and UnitedHealth Group affiliated customers. Change Healthcare reported revenue of $756 million over the same period. The transaction is expected to be completed in the second half of 2021.
Venture capital funds linked to Blackstone Group Inc. about 20 percent of Change Healthcare's regular shares have agreed to vote for it, the companies said. It is expected to accelerate adjusted earnings per share of $0.50 in 2022, the companies said. The acquisition is the second major healthcare deal in the first week of 2021. On Monday, Centene Corp. agreed to buy
Magellan Health Inc. for $2.2 billion. (Updates the title and LED with equity value.) For more articles like this, visit bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Ad•Personal Wealth InfoThank you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. In a sign of growing confidence that china's
stock market will stabilize, they gave pension funds access to the stock market in a historic move! Democrats' hopes of taking over the U.S. Senate received a huge boost early Wednesday after the party snatched one seat in georgia's runoff election and waited for the outcome of another race that came too close. To secure a narrow majority, Democrats must win both Senate
seats that would split the chamber 50-50 between Republicans and Democrats with Vice President-elect Kamala Harris casting a tie. Senate control, combined with a narrow majority of Democrats in the House, would give Democratic President Joe Biden full control of the U.S. government and allow him to implement large portions of his agenda. The U.S. Treasury Department's
10-year benchmark yield rose more than 1 percent for the first time since March and S&amp;P 500 futures fell as traders assessed the impact of possible Democratic oversight of the Senate, including additional fiscal stimulus and tax increases. Nasdaq 100 futures plummeted, signaling concern about the possibility of more antitrust by internet giants under the so-called blue
wave. Democrat Raphael Warnock defeated Republican Senator Kelly Loeffler in one runoff race, the Associated Press reported Wednesday, making her the first black senator in Georgia history. Republican Senator David Perdue trailed Democrat Jon Ossoff by about 16,000 votes early Wednesday. However, it may take days to get the final figure, as 17 000 military and foreign
votes can still be counted late on Friday. The meagre results will almost certainly spark legal challenges or re-counting, which could also delay the final end of senate control. Uncertainty about the Senate comes as Congress meets Wednesday for a joint session to count electoral college votes that ratified Biden's victory, even as President Donald Trump urged Vice President
Mike Pence and lawmakers to overturn the results of an election rigged on the basis of unsubstantiated claims. In Georgia, Republicans began pointing the finger at Trump for damaging their chances when they faced the possibility that Democrats could win Breeds. After Loeffler's loss, Republicans must hold on to a seat in the Georgia Senate to maintain their hold on the
chamber and be able to block Biden's agenda and government. Government. GOP government officials were gloomy. From the figures we're looking at right now, the goal doesn't look good for the two current Republican senators, said Gabriel Sterling, an election official, a Republican. Warnock declared victory early Wednesday, noting that his mother, 82, had chosen someone
else's cotton before choosing her youngest son as a U.S. senator. Georgia, I am honored by the faith you have shown me, and I promise you this tonight: I will go to the Senate to work for all of Georgia, regardless of who you vote for in the election, he said, repeating Biden's bipartisan tone. Warnock, 51, is a senior pastor at Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta. There are a lot of
votes, as you know, he told supporters. And we have a path to victory and we stick to it. The race bounced back and forth between Republicans and Democrats throughout the evening, reminiscent of the November election, which Trump appeared to win in the early evening before Biden finally won by about 12,000 votes from the additional 5 million cast. Trump Questions
ResultsTrump challenged the results as Democrats gained ground and votes were still counted. He tweeted that they are setting up a large voter dump against Republican candidates, and that Democrats just happened to find another 4,000 ballots in Fulton County, which includes the Democratic city of Atlanta. The president will continue his attack on the Elections in Georgia, as
well as his own defeat on Wednesday, when he plans to address supporters in Washington. Hours later, some Republican members of Congress usually turn the formality of ratifying Biden's Electoral College victory into a lengthy but unconstitutional attempt to overturn it. Republicans needed a strong turnout Tuesday to win the expected Democratic advantage in early and mailing
votes. It may have been complicated by Trump's false insistence that Georgia's November results were so tainted that they had to be thrown away. Loeffler and Perdue issued a rare statement late in the afternoon asking their supporters to go to the polls before they closed. Sterling, who has aggressively refuted Trump's unfounded allegations of fraud, blamed the outgoing
president for the GOP defeat. When you tell people that your vote doesn't count and it's stolen and people start believing that – and then you go with two senators and tell them to ask the Secretary of State to resign and start a civil war within the Republican Party when you need Republicans to unite, all this is because of his decision-making on November 3rd. , Sterling said.
Allegations of fraud The fight over party control in the Senate made the races important enough. But given Trump's bottomless claims of voter fraud and corruption allegations by Georgia election officials An extraordinary hour-long phone call demanding that officials find enough votes to overturn the presidential election - the Games also became a test of Trump's continued grip
on the GOP. If Perdue succeeds in winning, Biden will still face the GOP-controlled Senate, which is largely reluctant to support many of his plans to develop a federal response to manage the coronavirus pandemic, provide more economic stimulus or raise taxes on corporations and the wealthy. Perdue, 71, a first-term Republican senator and former business executive, opposed
Ossoff, 33, a documentary filmmaker who gained national attention in the 2017 special election for the Atlanta-area House seat. Interest in the Games was strong, with record turnout, with a record turnout and spending of more than $700 million, including general election and run-off spending. Georgia's rapidly changing demographics make the state competitive for Democrats.
White voters elected Loeffler with 72 percent and Perdue with 73 percent, according to AP VoteCast, a phone and online poll of more than 2,700 confirmed Georgian voters over the past eight days. Black voters, who made up nearly a third of the electorate, overwhelmingly went to Ossoff, 94 percent, and Warnock, 93 percent. Latino voters elected Ossoff with 55 percent and
Warnock with 57 percent, the poll showed. Perdue and Loeffler and Ossoff and Warnock ran as party tickets during their unprecedented all-or-nothing runoff, with good reason. History suggested that they would be joined from the hip in the eyes of the electorate. In almost every way, The Trump Allies Calculations by Perdue and Loeffler were to stick tight to the president, or at
least not alienate Trump voters and the bottom of the party. The duo both called for Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger to resign after he rejected Trump's claims of voter fraud, and both have supported efforts in the Senate to challenge the election result when Congress testifies on The November election on Wednesday. Both Republican senators described their
enemies as dangerously radical and warned that Ossoff and Warnock would hand over power in Washington to socialists such as Senator Bernie Sanders and Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.Ossoff and Warnock described their wealthy Republican opponents out of touch with multimillionaires. Loeffler's husband, Jeffrey Sprecher, recently became a billionaire and is
ceo of Intercontinental Exchange, the parent company of the New York Stock Exchange. Loeffler co-owns the WNBA team at Atlanta Dreams and some players have campaigned against him. For more articles like this, visit bloomberg.comAserd now to stay ahead of the most trusted corporate news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.AmerisourceBergen Corporation (NYSE: ABC)
today updated its fiscal year financial guidance to reflect the Company's continued strong operating result performance. The company will participate in future investor discussions in investor discussions the updated outlook for the financial year 2021 will be discussed. Microbial Biosurgeists - The Global Market Trajectory &amp; Analytics report has been added to
ResearchAndMarkets' .com offerings. Advertisement•Bank NorwegianThank you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. The legislative reform halved the interest rate cap. Loan hake can be more comfortable before. Prices valid until the beginning. Global Compression Wear and Shapewear Market 2020-2024 The analyst has followed the
pressing and shapewear market and is poised to grow by $697. EUR 13 million for the period 2020-2024 and will proceed with a CAGR of 3 % during the forecast period. NEW YORK, January 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Reportlinker.com releases a report on the Global Compression Wear and Shapewear Market 2020-2024 - Our report on the packaging clothing and shape
clothing market provides comprehensive analysis, market size and forecasting, trends, growth drivers and challenges, and supplier analysis covering approximately 25 sellers. The report provides an up-to-date analysis of the current global market scenario, the latest trends and drivers, and the overall market environment. The market is driven by the growing demand for plus-size
clothing and the growing online sales of pressing clothing and shapewear. In addition, the growing demand for plus-size clothing is also expected to boost market growth. The market analysis of pressing clothing includes the product segment, distribution channel segment and geographic landscapes. The pressing and shapewear market is segmented as follows: According to
product • Packaging clothing • Shapewear By Distribution Channel • Offline • Online By Geographic Landscapes • North America • Europe • APAC • South America • MEA This study identifies growing awareness of fitness and moving towards compression clothing as one of the main reasons for the growth of press clothing and design markets over the next few years. The analyst
presents a detailed picture of the market by studying, synthesis and summarising data from multiple sources by analyzing key variables. Our report on our compressive and shapewear market covers the following areas: • Size of the packaging and shape clothing market • Market analysis of packaging and shapewear Read the full report: About Reportlinker ReportLinker is an
award-winning market research solution. Reportlinker finds and organizes the latest industry data to get all the market research you need - right away, in one place. _____ CONTACT: Clare: clare@reportlinker.com US: (339)-368-6001 Int (1 339-368-6001 Industrial X-ray films - Global Market Trajectory &amp; Analytics report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets' .com
offerings. One stock that has benefited teladoc health (NYSE: TDOC) in telecommunications health in the past year. It has unquestionably become an early leader in telecommunications health, and now that the acquisition of livongo is complete, it will be an even bigger and more diverse healthcare stock. Today, the stock trade is close to $200, and that would make the
investment worth $24,000 right now. Advertisement•Melanin Goddess. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. We've all heard that an early bird catches a worm. What if an early investor gets credit? The global reduced salt-packed food market reaches $141. 7 billion by 2027. In the midst of the COVID-19 crisis, the global market for reduced salt packaging is
estimated at $101. 7 billion in 2020, is projected to reach a revised size of US$141.New York, January 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Reportlinker.com announces release of report global reduced salt packaged foods industry - Billion by 2027, increasing by a CAGR of 4.9% during the 2020-2027 analysis period. Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, one of the segments analyzed
in the report, is projected to post a CAGR of 4.8% and reach $72.2 billion by the end of the analysis period. After an early analysis of the business impact of the pandemic and the economic crisis caused by it, the growth of the Reduced Salt Packaged Meat segment will be revised again to a CAGR of 5,4 % for the next 7-year period. The US market is estimated at $27.6bn, while
China is projected to grow at a CAGR of 7.4%, while the US reduced salt-packed foods market is estimated at $27.6bn in 2020. China, the world's second largest economy, is projected to reach a market size of USD 28.9 billion by 2027, bringing the CAGR to 7.4% over the period considered from 2020 to 2027. Other noteworthy geographic markets include Japan and Canada,
each projected to grow by 2.7 percent and Canada by 4.4 percent for the 2020-2027 period. In Europe, Germany is projected to grow by around 3% of the CAGR. The other simpl-packed foods segment to a record 4% CAGR in the global other reduced salt-packed food segment in the U.S., Canada, Japan, China and Europe is pushing the estimated 3.6% CAGR for this segment.
This regional market has a combined market size of USD 12.9 billion in 2020 and is projected to reach USD 16.6 billion by the end of the analysis period. China remains the fastest growing in this cluster of regional markets. Asia-Pacific markets led by countries such as Australia, India and South Korea are projected to reach USD 18.9 billion by 2027, while Latin America will
expand by 5% CAGR during the analysis period. We bring years of research experience to this in the eighth edition of our report. The 199-page report provides concise views on the impact of the pandemic on production and the purchasing side for 2020 and 2021. The gradual recovery in the short term according to key geography is also Competitors identified in the market
include * General Mills, Inc. * Kellogg Company * Nestle SA * PepsiCo, Inc. * Tesco PLC * Kraft Heinz Company Read the full report: I. INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY &amp; REPORT SCOPE II. SUMMARY 1\. MARKET REVIEW Global competitor market shares reduced the market share scenario of a competitor globally (%): 2019 &amp; 2025 Impact of Covid-19 and
impending global recession 2\. FOCUS ON SELECTED PLAYERS 3\. MARKET TRENDS &amp; DRIVERS 4\. GLOBAL MARKET PERSPECTIVE Table 1: World Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Geographic Region - USA, Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa Markets - Independent Analysis of
Annual Sales us$ Million for Years 2020 through 2027 Table 2: World Historic Review for Foods Packaged in Reduced Salt by Geographic Region - USA, Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Europe Asia-Pacific, Latin American, Middle East and African Markets - Independent analysis of annual sales of US million US dollars for 2012-2019 Table 3: World 15-Year Perspective for
Foods Packaged in Reduced Salt by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales in U.S., Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa 2012, 2020 &amp; Amp; 2027 Table 4 : World Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks by Geographic Region - USA , Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific,
Latin America, Middle East and African Markets - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ million in 2020 - 2027 Table 5: World Historic Review for Discounted Salt-Packed Snacks by Geographic Region - USA, Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa Markets - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales us$ Million for years 2012-2019
Table 6: World 15-Year Perspective for Reduced Salt Packed Snacks by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales in U.S., Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa in 2012, 2,020 &amp; 2027 Table 7: World Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Package Meatd by Geographic Region - USA, Canada, Japan,
China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and African Markets - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales us$ Million for 2020-2027 Table 8 : World historic review of the decline in salt-packed meat region - United States, Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and African markets - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in
2012-2019 Table 9: World 15-Year Perspective for Salt-Packed Meat Decline by Geographic Region - Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales in U.S., Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 Table 10 : World Current &amp; Future Analysis for Other Reduced Reduced Packaged foods by geographic region -
US, Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa Markets - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 11: World Historic Review of Other Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Geographic Region - US, Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa Markets - Independent Analysis of
Annual Sales us$ Million in 2012 - 2019 Table 12 : World 15-year perspective on other reduced salt-packed foods by geographic region - percentage breakdown of value sales in the US, Canada, Japan, China, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, Middle East and Africa in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 III. MARKET ANALYSIS GEOGRAPHIC MARKET ANALYSIS US MARKET FAQ
&amp; FIGURES US REDUCED SALT PACKAGED FOOD MARKET SHARE (%) by Company: 2019 &amp; 2025 Market Analytics Table 13: USA Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packaged Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales in US$
Million for the Years 2020 to 2027 Table 14: USA Historic Review for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks , reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 15: USA 15-year perspective on foods packaged with reduced salt by product - Reduced
salt-packed snacks, Reduced percentage breakdown of sales of salt-packed meat and other reduced salt packaging foods in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 CANADA Table 16: Canada Current &amp; Analysis Future for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks , Simple salt-packed meat and other simplized salt-packed foods - Independent analysis
of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 17: Canadian Historical Review of Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt-Packed Snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic salt-packed foods - independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million for Years 2012 through 2019 Table 18: Canada 15 years perspective on reduced salt-packed foods by
product - Reduced salt-packed snacks, a 15-year perspective by product for reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic salt-packed foods - Japan Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, reduced salt packaged meat and more Salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$million in
2020-2027 Table 20: Japan's historical review of foods packaged with reduced salt by product - reduced salt-packed snack, reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$Million in 2012 2012 2019 Table 21: Japan's 15-year perspective for salt-packed foods by preparation - percentage breakdown of sales of
reduced salt-packed snack value, Reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 CHINA Table 22: China Current &amp; future analysis of reduced salt package foods by product - reduced salt packaged snack, reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ million in
2020 through 2027 Table 23 : China's historical review of foods packaged in reduced salt by product - reduced salt packaged snack, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales of USD million in 2012-2019 Table 24: China 15-year perspective on reduced salt-packed foods by product - Percentage breakdown of
sales of reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 EUROPE Markets Facts &amp; Figures European Reduced Salt Packaged Food Market : Competitors' market share scenario (%) for 2019 &amp; 2025 Market Analytics Table 25: Europe Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged
Foods by Geographic Region - France, Germany, Italy, Uk, Spain, Russia and rest of Europe Markets - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million for 2020-2027 Table 26: Europe Historical review of foods packaged with reduced salt by geographic region - France, Germany, Italy, Uk, Spain, Russia and rest of Europe market - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$1
million between 2012 and 2019 Table 27 : Europe 15-year perspective on salt-packed foods by geographical area - percentage breakdown of French value sales, Germany, Italy, Uk, Spain, Russia and rest of The European Market 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 Table 28: Europe Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged
Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packed Meat and Other Reduced Salt-Packed Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales US$ Million for Years 2020-2027 Table 29 : Europe Historical review of reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt packed snack, reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods market - Independent
analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2012 - 2019 Table 30 : Europe 15 years perspective on the decline of salt-packed salt foods by preparation - reduced percentage breakdown of sales of the value of the snack, Reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 FRANCE Table 31: France Current &amp; Future Analysis for
Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packaged Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales Us$Million for Years 2020 through 2027 Table 32: French Historical Review Review Salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other
reduced salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 33: France 15-year perspective on reduced salt-packed foods by product - percentage distribution of value for reduced salt-packed snacks, for reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods in 2012-2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 GERMANY Table 34: Germany
Current &amp; Future Analysis Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks , Simple salt-packed meat and other simple salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 35: Germany Historical review of reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and
other simplistic salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales US$ Million for Years 2012-2019 Table 36: Germany's 15-year perspective on reduced salt-packed foods by product - Percentage breakdown of the value of reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meats and other reduced salt packet foods in 2012 , 2020 &amp; 2027 ITALY Table 37: Italy
Current &amp; upcoming analysis of reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 38: Italy Historical review of reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt packed snacks, reduced salt packaged meat and
other reduced salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in years 2 012 - 2019 Table 39 : Italy 15-year perspective on the reduction in salt-packed salt foods by preparation - percentage breakdown of sales of reduced salt-packed snacks, Reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 UK Table
40: UK Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packaged Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales US$ Million for 2020-2027 Table 41 : UK historical review of reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-
packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$Million in 2012-2019 Table 42: UK 15-year reduced salt-packed foods by product - Percentage breakdown of sales of reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 SPAIN Table 43: Spain Current &amp;
future analysis of reduced salt package by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduction in salt-packed meat and other salt Foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$Million in 2020-2027 Table 44: Spanish Historical Review for Foods Packed in Reduced Salt by Product - Simple Salt Packed Snack, Reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods
market - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 45: Spain 15-year perspective on foods packaged in reduced salt by product - Percentage breakdown of sales of reduced salt-packed snacks , the content of salt-packed meat and other salt-packed foods has decreased in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 RUSSIA Table 46: Russia Current &amp; Future
Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packaged Foods - Analysis of Annual Sales in US$ Million for the Years 2020 to 2027 Table 47: Russian Historical Review for Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Frozen Snack , reduced salt-packed meat and other
reduced salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 48: Russia 15-year perspective on foods packaged in reduced salt by product - Percentage breakdown of value sales for reduced salt-packed snacks, for reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 OTHER EUROPE Table 49:
Rest of Europe Current &amp; future analysis of reduced salt-packed foods by product - Reduced salt-packed snacks , simple salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-pack foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 50: Rest of Europe Historical review of reduced salt-packed foods with product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-
packed meat and other pel pel Cooked salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 51: Rest of Europe 15-year perspective on foods packaged in reduced salt by product - Percentage breakdown of value sales for reduced salt-packed snacks , for reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods in 2012, 2020
&amp; 2027 ASIA-PACIFIC Table 52: Asia-Pacific Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Geographic Region - Australia, India, South Korea and other Asia-Pacific markets - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$Million in 2020-2027 Table 53: Asia-Pacific Historical Review of Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Geographic Region - India, South
Korea and other Asia-Pacific markets - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$Million in 2012-2019 Table 54 : Asia-Pacific 15-Year Perspective for Reduced Salt Kits by Geographic Region - Australian, Percentage breakdown of value sales in India, South Korea and other Asia-Pacific markets in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 Table 55: Current &amp; Future Analysis of Asia-



Pacific Salt-packed foods by preparation - simple salt-packed snacks, Reduced salt-packed meat and other simple salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 56: Asia-Pacific Historical Review of Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt-Packed Snack, reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods
- Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 57 : Asia-Pacific 15-year perspective for reduced salt-packed foods by product - percentage breakdown of sales of value for reduced salt-packed snacks , Reduced salt-packed meat and other restricted salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 AUSTRA-LIA Table 58: Australia Current &amp; Future
Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packaged Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales US$ Million for Years 2020 through 2027 Table 59: Australian Historic Review of The Decline of Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt-Packed Snacks , reduced salt-
packed meat and other simplistic salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 60: Australia 15-year perspective on reduced salt-packed foods by product - Percentage breakdown of sales of reduced salt-packed snacks, salt-packed meat and other salt-packed foods have decreased in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 INDIA Table 61: India
Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks , Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packaged Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales in US$ Million for the Years 2020 to 2027 Table 62: India Historic Review for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged
Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packed Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packaged Food Market - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales US$ Million for Years 2012-2019 Table 63: India's 15-Year Perspective for Foods Packaged in Reduced Salt by Product - Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Reduced Salt-Packed Snacks , for reduced salt-packed
meat and other reduced salt-packed foods in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 SOUTH KOREA Table 64: South Korea Current &amp; Future Analysis of Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packed Snacks, Reduced Salt-Packed Meat and Other Simple Salt-Packed Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales us$ Million for Years 2020 through 2027 Table 65: South
Korean review of reduced salt-pack foods with product - reduced salt packed snack, reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 66: South Korea 15-year perspective on foods packaged in reduced salt by product - Percentage breakdown of value sales Reduced salt-packed snacks,
Reduced salt-packed meat and other simple salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 REST in ASIA-PACIFIC Table 67: Rest of Current Asia-Pacific &amp; upcoming analysis of reduced salt-pack foods by product - simple salt-packed snack, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplized salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ million in 2020-2027
Table 68 : Rest of Asia-Pacific historical review of reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks , reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 69: Rest of asia-Pacific 15-year perspective on reduced salt of the package by product - Percentage breakdown of sales
of reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other salt-packed foods in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 LATIN AMERICA Table 70: Latin America Current &amp; Future Analysis of Reduced Salt Package by Geographic Region - Argentina , Brazil, Mexico and other Latin American markets - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020 - 2027 Table 71:
Latin American Historical Review for Foods Packaged in Reduced Salt by Geographic Region - Argentina, Brazil, Mexican and rest of Latin American markets - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 72: Latin American 15-year perspective on reduced salt-packed foods by geographic region - Percentage breakdown of Argentine value sales ,
Brazilian, Mexican and other Latin American markets for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 Table 73: Latin America Current &amp; future analysis of reduced salt-pack foods with product - reduced salt packed snack, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplized salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 74: Latin American Historical
Review of Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packed Snack, Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Reduced Salt-Packed Foods Market - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales US$Million for Years 2012 through 2019 Table 75 : Latin America's 15-year perspective for salt-packed foods by preparation - percentage breakdown of sales of value for reduced
salt-packed snacks, Reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 ARGENTINA 76: Current &amp; future analysis by Argentina of reduced salt-packed foods by product - simple salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplested salt-pack foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million between 2020
and 2027 Table 77: Argentina's historic review of salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simpled salt-packed foods - independent analysis of annual annuals USD million for 2012-2019 Table 78: Argentina's 15-Year Perspective for Reduced Salt-Packed Foods per Product - Percentage Breakdown of Reduced Salt Packed
Snack Value Sales, Reduced Salt Packed Meat and Other Reduced Salt-Pack Foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 BRAZIL Table 79: Current &amp; Future Analysis of Brazilian Reduced Salt Packet by Product - Reduced Salt Packed Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Simple Salt-Packed Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales US$ Million for Years 2020
through 2027 Table 80 : Brazil's historical review of reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012 - 2019 Table 81 : Brazil's 15-year perspective on reduced salt-packed foods per product - percentage breakdown of sales of reduced
salt-packed snack sales, Reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 MEXICO Table 82 : Mexico's current &amp; upcoming analysis of reduced salt-packed foods by product - simple salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplested salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in
2020-2027 Table 83: Mexican Historical Review for Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Products - Reduced Salt-Packed Snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic salt-pack foods - Independent analysis of annual sales us$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 84: Mexico 15-year perspective on foods packaged in reduced salt by product - Percentage breakdown of sales of
reduced salt-packed snacks , reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 OTHER LATIN AMERICA Table 85: Rest of Latin America Current &amp; upcoming analysis of reduced salt-packed foods by product - simple salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplested salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of
annual sales US$ Million in 2020 - 2027 Table 86 : Rest of Latin America Historical review of reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks , decreased salt-packed meat and other reduced salt packaged foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 87: Rest of Latin America 15-Year Perspective on Reduced Salt-
Packed Foods by Product - Discounted percentage breakdown of sales of the value of snacks, Reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 MIDDLE EAST Table 88: Current &amp; Future Analysis of Current &amp; Future Middle East Salt Packages by Geographic Region - Iran, Israel, Saudi Arabia, UAE and Other Middle
Eastern Markets - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales us$ Million for Years 2020-2027 Table 89: Middle East Markets Historical review of reduced salt-packed foods by geographic region - Iran, Israel, Saudi Arabia, UAE and other Middle Eastern markets - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 90: Middle East 15-Year Perspective for Reduced
Salt-Packed Foods by Geographic Region - Iranian, Percentage breakdown of value sales in Israel, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and other Markets in the Middle East for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 Table 91: Current &amp; Future Analysis of Middle East Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packed Snacks , reduced salt-packed meat and other
reduced salt-pack foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 92: Middle East Historical Review for Reduced Salt-Packed Foods with Product - Reduced Salt Packed Snack, Reduced Salt-Packed Meat and Other Simplized salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 93: Middle East 15-
year perspective on foods packaged in reduced salt by product - Percentage breakdown of value sales for reduced salt-packed snacks , for reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 IRAN Table 94: Iran Current &amp; Future Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt
Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packed Meat and Other Simple Salt-Packed Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales us$ Million for Years 2020-2027 Table 95: Iran Historical Review of Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packed Snacks , reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales
of US$ Million for Years 2012 through 2019 Table 96: Iran 15-Year Perspective for Reduced Salt-Packed Foods by Product - Reduced Salt-Packed Snacks, for reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 ISRAEL Table 97: Israel Current &amp; Analysis Future for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged
Snacks , reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-pack foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 98: Israel Historical review of foods packaged with reduced salt by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2012-
2019 Table 99 : Israel 15-year perspective on reduced food by product - Percentage breakdown of value sales for reduced salt-packed snacks, for reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 SAUDI ARABIA Table 100: Saudi Arabia Current &amp; future analysis of reduced salt package by product - reduced salt-packed snacks,
reduced salt packet meat and other reduced salt salt Foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$Million in 2020-2027 Table 101: Saudi Arabia's historical review of foods packaged with reduced salt with a product - reduced salt packaged snack, Reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic salt-packed foods market - Independent analysis of annual sales US$ Million in
2012-2019 Table 102: Saudi Arabia 15-year perspective on foods packaged with reduced salt by product - Percentage breakdown of sales of reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for years 2012 , 2020 &amp; 2027 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Table 103: Current &amp; future analysis of salt-packed foods by product in the
United Arab Emirates - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other reduced salt-pack foods - Independent analysis of annual sales of US$ Million in 2020-2027 Table 104 : UAE Historical Review of Reduced Salt Packs foods by product - simple salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simple salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of
annual sales of US$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 105 : A 15-year UAE perspective on reduced salt-packed foods by product - percentage breakdown of sales of reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt packaged meat and other reduced salt-packed foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 OTHER MIDDLE EAST Table 106: Other Current &amp; Future Analysis of Reduced Salt
Package Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packed Snacks, Reduced Salt-Packed Meat and Other Simple Salt-Packed Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales US$ Million for Years 2020 through 2027 Table 107 : a Historical Review of the Middle East on reduced salt-packed foods by product - reduced salt-packed snacks, reduced salt-packed meat and other simplistic
salt-packed foods - Independent analysis of annual sales OF US$ Million in 2012-2019 Table 108: Middle East 15-year perspective on reduced salt-packed foods by product - percentage breakdown of sales of reduced salt-packed snacks, salt-packed meat and other salt-packed foods have decreased in 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 AFRICA Table 109 : Africa Current &amp; Future
Analysis for Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packaged Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packaged Foods - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales in US$ Million for the Years 2020 to 2027 Table 110: Africa Historic Review Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Reduced Salt Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt
Packaged Snacks, Reduced Salt Packed Meat and Other Reduced Salt Packed Foods Market - Independent Analysis of Annual Sales US$ Million 2012-2019 Table 111: Africa 15-Year Perspective on Reduced Salt Packaged Foods by Product - Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Reduced Salt-Packed Snacks, for reduced salt-packed meat and other simpl-reduced meats
Packaged foods for 2012, 2020 &amp; 2027 IV. COMPETITION Total profiled companies: 58 Read the full report: Https://www.reportlinker.com/p05959874/?utm_source=GNW About Reportlinker ReportLinker is an award-winning market research solution. Reportlinker finds and organizes the latest industry data to get all the market research you need - right away, in one place.
_____ CONTACT: Clare: clare@reportlinker.com US: (339)-368-6001 Intl: +1 339-368-6001Nimet Major Transportation Logistics Company veteran Fr8Hub University leaderNEW YORK, January 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Hudson Capital Inc. (NASDAQ: HUSN) (Hudson Capital) today announced that FreightHub, Inc. (Fr8Hub), a North American transportation logistics
technology platform company focused on cross-border shipping between the United States and Mexico with which Hudson Capital has signed a final merger agreement, will adopt Fr8Hub University, led by Mario Mena, a truck freight technology training veteran. Through our Fr8Hub University, current and potential employees become experts in sales, operations or customer
service embedded in the Fr8Hub culture when our market leader's transportation logistics platform is a very comprehensive education, said Michael Flinker, FR8Hub's President and CEO. The program is led by Mario Mena, who brings to Fr8Hub and the classroom, best practice training and industry expertise, including his leadership in a widely respected training program at a
nationally recognized transportation logistics company. In addition, his bilingual abilities and cross-cultural knowledge are a huge resource for educating our North American workers. Mena said: I am excited to join Fr8Hub because I believe that its platform, which leverages innovative, patented technology and significant industry expertise, is well positioned to take advantage of
the evolving dynamics and long-term growth of domestic and cross-border truck cargo cargo markets in Mexico, the United States and Canada. During my term of office at Coyote Logistics, a major transport logistics company, the business grew dramatically. I am eager to apply my very specific abilities and experience to the launch of Fr8Hub University, which we expect will
accelerate Fr8Hub's organic growth. Mario MenaMena is a highly skilled business educator with expertise in providing virtual and personalized training focused on software use as well as collaborating with multiple departments to analyze feedback and meet training needs. While at Coyote Logistics, LLC, a large international logistics company, Mena was working with the industry's
leading new rental training program at the time, as well as acting as a national account manager for carrier sales. Mena has both a Bachelor of Science and a Master of Social Work from Florida State University.Fr8Hub The six-week programme consists of classroom and on-the-job training. Designed around an extensive list of topics, it provides in-depth business fundamentals of
basics truck load in the freight industry value chain. Initially, the virtual program is designed to include unique and group and presentation presentations. It includes lecture and discussion sessions, case studies, personal development and training, and team-based tasks developed by Fr8Hub for each topic. About FreightHub, Inc.FreightHub, Inc. (Fr8Hub) makes delivery simple,
transparent, and efficient. Fr8Hub, a platform company for transportation logistics, focuses on truck cargo shipments in domestic and cross-border markets in Mexico, the United States and Canada. As an innovative digital freight marketplace, broker, traffic management system (TMS) and public API, Fr8Hub uses its own technology platform to connect carriers and shipmakers,
significantly improving equivalence and operational efficiency through innovative technologies such as live pricing and real-time tracking. About Hudson Capital Inc.Incorporated in 2014 Hudson Capital Inc. (formerly known as China Internet Nationwide Financial Services Inc. (NASDAQ: HUSN)) started its business by providing financial advisory services to small and medium-sized
enterprises. Traditional business segments include commercial payment advisory services, interbank loan advisory services and international business finance advisory services to help customers meet their commercial payment and investment needs. For more information about Hudson Capital, see the documents provided to the SEC by Hudson Capital at
www.sec.gov.Important information about the proposed merger transaction and where it can be found in connection with the proposed merger Hudson Capital intends to submit relevant material to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), including a registration statement on Form S-4 (Form S-4) filed on July 12. 2020, and an amendment submitted on December 31, 2020
to the SEC, which includes hudson capital's shareholder proxy/brochure and fr8Hub shareholder brochure and serves as its brochure. Hudson Capital will mail the final proxy/brochure to each shareholder who has the right to vote on the merger and others in the proposals in the proxy, immediately after the SEC has declared the S-4 form effective. HUDSON CAPITAL
SHAREHOLDERS ARE ADVISED TO READ THESE MATERIALS (INCLUDING ANY CHANGES OR SUPPLEMENTS MADE TO THEM) AND ANY OTHER RELEVANT DOCUMENTS RELATED TO THE MERGER THAT HUDSON CAPITAL WILL PROVIDE TO THE SEC WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE AS THEY CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT
HUDSON CAPITAL, FREIGHTHUB AND THE MERGER. The final power of attorney/prospectus and other relevant materials related to the merger (when they become available) and other documents filed with the SEC by Hudson Capital are available free of charge on the SEC's website (www.sec.gov). Participants Capital and its directors and may be considered to be involved in
the disposal of Hudson Capital's shareholders in connection with the merger. A list of the names of these directors and directors, together with a description of their interests in Hudson Capital, are contained in the statements in the proposed merger brochure/proxy statements and are www.sec.gov. For more information on the benefits of such participants, please see the
proposed merger brochure/proxy, if available. Information on Hudson Capital's directors and executives, as well as shares in Hudson Capital, is presented in Hudson Capital's Annual Report on Form 20-F, which was filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on June 15, 2020. These documents are available free of charge from the above sources. Fr8Hub and its
directors and directors may also be considered as participating in hudson capital shareholder contacts in connection with the proposed merger. A list of the names of such directors and directors and information about their interests in the proposed merger are contained in the proposed merger brochure/proxy and are available at www.sec.gov.Forward Looking StatementsT this
press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The actual results of Hudson Capital and Fr8Hub may differ from their expectations, estimates and projections, so you should not rely on these forward-looking statements as a forecast for future events. Words such as
expect, evaluate, project, budget, forecast, anticipate, intend, plan, may, may, might, could, should, believe, predict, potential, continue and similar expressions (or negative versions of such words or expressions) are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements include, without limitation, Hudson Capital and Fr8Hub's expectations
regarding the future performance and projected financial impact of the proposed acquisition, the timing of the completion of the closing terms of the proposed acquisition and the completion of the proposed acquisition. These forward-looking statements are subject to significant risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from forward-looking
statements. Most of these factors are not controlled by Hudson Capital and Fr8Hub and are difficult to predict. Factors that may cause such differences include, but are not limited to: (1) the occurrence of an event, change or other circumstances which may lead to the termination of the final merger agreement( (2) Outcome of the post-notification proceedings against Hudson
Capital or Fr8Hub the contract and the transactions therein; (3) the inability to complete the proposed acquisition, including failure to obtain the approval of Hudson Capital shareholders and Fr8Hub shareholders, certain regulatory approvals, or the fulfilment of other conditions for termination of the contract; (4) any event, change or other circumstance that may result in
termination of the Agreement or otherwise result in the termination of the transaction; (5) the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on Fr8Hub's business and/or the ability of the parties to complete the proposed acquisition; (6) the inability to obtain or maintain the listing of Hudson Capital shares on Nasdaq following the proposed merger; (7) disruption of the proposed transaction
due to the publication and completion of the proposed merger in the current plans and activities; (8) the ability to identify the expected benefits of the proposed merger, which may be affected by competition, Fr8Hub's ability to grow and manage growth profitably and retain its key personnel; (9) the costs associated with the proposed merger; (10) amendments to the applicable laws
or regulations; (11) the possibility that Hudson Capital or Fr8Hub may be adversely affected by other economic, business and/or competitive factors; (12) risks related to the uncertainty of the projected financial information for Fr8Hub; (13) risks related to the organic and inorganic growth of Fr8Hub's business and the timing of expected business milestones; and (14) Other risks
and uncertainties mentioned from time to time in the S-4 form brochure/proxy statement related to the proposed merger, including the risks and uncertainties mentioned therein, in other SEC statements of Hudson Capital and Hudson Capital. Applications to Hudson Capital warn that the aforementioned list of factors is not exclusive. If one or more of these risks or uncertainties
materialize, or if the underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may differ materially from those reported or anticipated in such forward-looking statements. Hudson Capital and Fr8Hub warn readers without unduly relying on any way forward that speaks only from the date. Hudson Capital and Fr8Hub do not undertake or undertake to disclose any updates or changes
to any forward-looking statements to reflect changes in their expectations or changes in the events, circumstances or circumstances on which such statement is based. No offer or offerT's press release shall not be to obtain a proxy, consent or authorisation in respect of securities or a proposed merger. Furthermore, this press release does not constitute an offer to sell or an offer
to request the purchase of securities, nor are the securities sold in any state or jurisdiction where: or the sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. Securities may not be offered except in a brochure or exemption from the requirements of Section 10 of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. Fr8Hub Contact:Moriah
Shilton or Kirsten Chapman, LHA Investor Relations, fr8hub@lhai.com, 415.433.3777Hudson Capital Contact:Hon Man Yun, CFO, man@hudsoncapitalusa.com, (852) 98047102Universal Electronics Inc. (UEI), global head of universal guidance and identification technologies at the smart home, announced the participation of Ceo Paul Arling and CFO Bryan Hackworth on March
23. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. China is one of the most polluting countries in the world. Summit Wireless Technologies Launches First Affordable IoT Module to Support Wireless Multichannel AudioALPHARETTA, Ga., January 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Clearside Biomedical, Inc. (NASDAQ:CLSD), a biopharmaceutical company dedicated to
developing and delivering treatments that restore and maintain vision for people with severe eye diseases, announced today that it has entered into an securities purchase agreement with institutional investors and certain existing shareholders providing for the purchase and sale of 4,209,050 shares at a price of $2,851 per share, priced in accordance with Nasdaq rules based on
the five-day average closing price of the share issue in a registered direct share issue, resulting in gross returns of approximately $12.0 million, before the investment agent's remuneration and other estimated bid costs shall be deducted. The issue is expected to close on 8 January 2021 or around 8 January 2021 if it is accustomed to closing. Roth Capital Partners is the sole
investment agent. The offer will be made using an S-3 form (File No 333-238128) (including prospectus) previously submitted on May 8, 2020 ( File No 333-238128) (including prospectus) previously submitted by the SEC on May 22, 2020. The supplement to the offer statement and the related promotional statement related to and describeing the terms of the offer will be archived
with the SEC and will be available on the SEC's website www.sec.gov. If available, you can also obtain a supplement to the brochure and the associated promotional brochure by contacting Roth Capital Partners, LLC, 888 San Clemente Drive, Newport Beach, California 92660, by calling (800) 678-9147 or by email at rothecm@roth.com.This press release does not constitute an
offer to sell or request and these securities may not be sold in any State or jurisdiction where such offer, offer or sale would be unlawful prior to the registration or qualification of securities laws 1000/38/8 of such State or jurisdiction. About Clearside BiomedicalClearside Biomedical, Inc. is a biopharmaceutical company dedicated to developing and delivering treatments that restore
and maintain vision for people with severe eye diseases. Clearside's own SCS Microinjector® targets the state of supracoroids (SCS®) and provides unique access to macula, retina and choroid, where a visually threatening disease often occurs. Clearside's SCS injection platform is an inherently flexible, office-based, non-surgical procedure designed to provide targeted delivery to
the disease site and work with both established and new drugs and future therapeutic innovations such as gene therapy. For more information, please visit www.clearsidebio.com.Cautionary Note regarding forward-looking statementsAna statements in this press release regarding future expectations, Clearside's plans and prospects, including statements about closing the offer and
other statements containing the words anticipate, believe, evaluate, expect, intend, may, plan, predict, project, target, potential, intend, could, could, continue, continue and similar expressions, are the future within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Actual results may differ materially from such forward-looking statements due to a number of
important factors, such as uncertainties related to market conditions and the execution of the offer under anticipated terms or at all, uncertainties and other factors related to the initiation of future clinical trials, presented in clearside's annual report on Form 10-K submitted to the SEC on 13 March 2020, in Clearside's quarterly report on Form 10-Q, which was submitted to the SEC
on 10 November 2020, and in other application headers submitted to the SEC on 10 November 2020. In addition, the forward-looking statements contained in this press release represent Clearside's views as of its date. Clearside anticipates that subsequent events and developments will change Clearside's views. While Clearside may decide to update these forward-looking
statements at some point in the future, Clearside expressly denies any obligation to do so. These forward-looking statements should not be considered to represent Clearside's views from the date after their date. Investor and media contacts: Jenny Kobin Remy Bernarda ir@clearsidebio.com (678) 430-8206Source: Clearside Biomedical, Inc.\- Paltusotine planned to progress to a
pivotal Phase 3 trial in acromegaly H1 2021 - \- Launching a Phase 1 concept study CRN04894 Congenital adrenal hyperplasis and Cushing disease are expected in January 2021 -\- The start of a Phase 1 concept study evaluating CRN04777 in the treatment of congenital hyperinsulinism, Expected February 2021 -SAN DIEGO, January 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) --
Crinetics Pharmaceuticals (Nasdaq: CRNX), a clinical-stage drug company focused on discovering, developing and commercializing new treatments for rare endocrine diseases and endocrine-related tumors , announced today that the company's management will participate in the 39th U.S. Open. Crinetics founder and CEO Scott Struthers will present the company update on
Wednesday, January 13. 1:30 p.m. Pacific Time. A live audio broadcast of Dr. Ostrich's presentation can be seen in the Events section of the company's website or directly on J.P. Morgan's virtual meeting platform. During the presentation, Dr. Struthers will discuss Crinetics' top priorities and expected milestones in 2021, including the initiation of a paltusotin phase 3 program
(formerly CRN00808) for the treatment of acromegaly, clinical trials of paltusot in patients with carcinoid syndrome, and two new diseases of congenital hyperinsulinism (CHI) and excess adrenocortikotropic hormone (ACTH). To support the company's growing pipeline, Crinetics has expanded its development and medical teams with the appointments of several other clinical
endocrinology experts, increasing the company's total staff to 90 with plans to continue hiring in 2021.Dr. Struthers explained: Crinetics is a leader in the design and development of low molecular drugs for the treatment of hormone diseases. We are currently focusing on rare endocrine disorders with serious health effects that are not satisfied by current therapeutic options.
Looking forward to 2021 and later, we intend to promote these programs for late-stage clinical trials and apply our drug discovery and development expertise to create new drug candidates for additional diseases that we believe can be treated by regulating endocrine function. As we continue to grow our already exceptional team, we remain committed to creating new life-changing
treatments designed to solve the real problems of patients and their healthcare providers. 2020 Achievements * Paltusotine for Acromegaly: In the fourth quarter of 2020, Crinetics reported positive top data from its Phase 2 program, where paltusotin is evaluated for the treatment of acromegaly. These results showed that individuals with acromegaly who switched from the
standard injected somatostatin receptor ligand storage (SRL) to an oral palthusotin once daily were able to maintain insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) levels previously achieved by the standard of treatment. * The pipeline programs proceeded towards the clinic: selected selected as the company's leading ACTH antagonist and conducted human manufacturing and toxicological
studies for the first time. Such studies were also completed due to its candidate for somatostatin receptor type 5 (SST5) agonist (CRN04777). After reviewing preclinical and manufacturing data and phase 1 research plans, the U.S. Investigative New Drug (IND) application for CRN04894 is now open and the German Federal Institute of Medical and Medical Devices (BfArM) has
approved the initiation of a Phase 1 study of crn04777. * Own expertise: Throughout 2020, Crinetics strengthened its clinical and medical teams by adding specialists in developing treatments for hormone diseases and managing clinical trials. These new employees include Drs. Alessandra Casagrande, Peter Trainer and Hjalmar Lagast, who join Dr Alan Krasner and Christine
Ferrara-Cook. 2021 Goals * Paltusotine to Acromegaly: Crinetics expects to hold a phase 2 end meeting with the FDA in the first quarter of 2021 and to begin a Phase 3 program in the first half of 2021. Crinetics plans to use a new, improved paltusot tablet product in a Phase 3 program for acromegaly. This medicinal product is designed to provide a convenient once daily dose,
but it allows for reduced fasting needs (0.5-1 hours before eating) and better dose-proportional exposure compared to a previous medicinal product. In addition, the new tablet preparation is designed to enable paltusot administration with commonly used proton pump inhibitors. * Paltusotine due to carcinoid syndrome: Crinetics expects to progress to a paltusotine clinical trial in
patients with carcinoid syndrome due to neuroendocrine tumours (NET). Injected SRL preparations are the level of treatment of patients with carcinoid syndrome, but many patients become increasingly resistant to treatment over time, which requires increased dosage of prolonged release products or an increase in short-acting analogues. Crinetics believes that oral therapy with
long half-life and dose-riric exposure would be a useful option for these patients if approved. * CRN04894: A Phase 1 study assessing CRN04894's ability to absorb ACTH-stimulated cortisol secretion in healthy volunteers is expected to begin in January 2021. The results are expected in the first half of 2021 and, if positive, may provide concept evidence to support further
evaluation of CRN04894 in the treatment of diseases associated with excessive ACTH, such as Cushing disease and congenital adrenal hyperplase (CAH). CRN04894 is an investigative, oral, selective ACTH antagonist designed to prevent excess ACTH from working with the adrenal grenal relationship, leading to cortisol in Cushing's disease and additional inflammation of
adrenal androgens in CAH. * CRN04777: A phase 1 study assessing crn04777's ability to reduce stimulated insulin in healthy volunteers is scheduled to begin in February 2021. Data are expected in mid-2021 and, if positive, the results of this study may proof-of-concept data supporting further evaluation of CRN04777 in the treatment of children with CHI. * In 2021, Crinetics
expects to continue its drug findings with programs that identify drug candidates for thyroid hyperactivity, non-functional pituitary adenoma and polycystic kidney disease, among other things. The purpose of the pipeline expansion is to promote the continuous growth and value of stakeholders. About Crinetics Pharmaceuticals Crinetics Pharmaceuticals is a clinical-stage drug
company focused on discovering, developing and commercializing new treatments for rare endocrine diseases and endocrine-related tumors. The company's leading product candidate paltusotine (formerly CRN00808) is an investigative, oral selective nonpeptide somatostatin receptor for the treatment of type 2 biased agonist acromegaly, an orphan disease that affects more
than 25,000 people in the United States. Crinetics plans to promote paltusotin for a Phase 3 program in acromegaly and a Phase 2 study to treat NET-related carcinoid syndrome in 2021. The company is also developing CRN047777, an investigative, oral nonpeptide somatostatin receptor for the treatment of type 5 (SST5) agonist for congenital hyperinsulinism, as well as
CRN04894, an investigative, oral acth antagonist for Cushing disease, congenital adrenal hyperpsy and other ACTH diseases. All of the company's drug candidates are new chemical entities due to the company's ownership efforts and are wholly owned by the company. For more information, visit crinetics.com.Forward-looking Statements Crinetics warns that statements in this
press release about matters that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements. These statements are based on the company's current beliefs and expectations. Such forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding the potential benefits of paltusot for patients with acromegaly and carcinoid syndrome; the ability to start the paltusotin phase
3 program in acromegaly and its expected timing; Crinetics plans to meet with the FDA in the first quarter of 2021; Benefits of Crinetics enhanced paltusot tablet formulation; the possibility of initiating paltusotine in patients with carcinoid syndrome due to NET and its expected timing; the possibility of initiating phase 1 clinical development with CRN04894 and CRN04777 and the
expected date of their initiation and the associated creation of concept evidence in healthy volunteers; Crinetics plans to promote its programs for late-stage clinical trials and create new drug candidates and Crinetics' plans to identify and create new drug candidates for additional diseases such as hyperthyroidism, pituitary adenoma and polycystic kidney disease. Inclusion in
forward-looking statements should not be seen as a representation by Crinetics that any of its plans be achieved. Actual results may differ from those presented in this press release due to risks and uncertainties related to Crinetics' business, including, without limitation, the progression of the paltoot for acromegaly to the Phase 3 program or to the additional feedback received
from the FDA regarding carcinoid syndrome and CRN04894 and CRN04777 for Phase 1 trials; the COVID-19 pandemic may disrupt the business activities of Crinetics and the third parties on which it depends, including delays in clinical trials and preclinical studies, delays in manufacturing and supply chains, or otherwise disrupting or undermining employee productivity; the
company's dependence on third parties in the manufacture, research and preclinical and clinical testing of products; the success of clinical and non-clinical trials of crinetics paltusot, CRN04894, CRN04777 and its other product candidates; regulatory developments in the United States and other countries; unforeseen adverse side effects or insufficient efficacy of the company's
product candidates, which may limit their development, regulatory approval and/or commercialisation; Crinetics may use its capital assets earlier than expected; and other risks described under the heading Risk Factors in documents that the Company periodically submits to the Securities and Exchange Commission. You are warned not to place undue reins on these forward-
looking statements that only make statements as of their date, and Crinetics does not undertake to update such statements to reflect events or circumstances that have taken place after this date. All forward-looking statements have been fully accepted by this cautionary statement made in accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act
of 1995. Contact: Marc Wilson CFO IR@crinetics.com (858) 450-6464Investors / Media: Corey Davis LifeSci Advisors, LLC cdavis@lifesciadvisors.com (212) 915-2577Aline Sherwood Scienta Communications asherwood@scientapr.com (312) 238-8957Ad•Quantum AnatomyThank you feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. It is expected that Quantum
A.I. will help change lives as we know it. This bank operates in a large market and takes a big initiative that should really improve efficiency. The CNG Compressors Aftermarket - Global Market Trajectory &amp; Analytics report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offerings. If you want to give your child the opportunity to invest, setting up a Roth IRA is a good place to
start. Opening a Roth IRA for children 18 is allowed, but there are certain rules that you need to follow. Anyone who finances a personal retirement account (IRA) must have earned income, including children. Ad•BabbelThank for you feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes. Language expert's secret: How to start learning any language in just 15 minutes a
dayGlobal Grease Market 2020-2024 An analyst has followed the fat market and is poised to grow by $217. EUR 66 million for the period 2020-2024, with a CAGR of 2% over the forecast period. NEW YORK, January 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Reportlinker.com releases a report on Global Grease Market 2020-2024 - our Grease Market report provides comprehensive
analysis, market size and forecasting, trends, growth drivers and challenges, and supplier analysis covering approximately 25 suppliers. The report provides an up-to-date analysis of the current global market scenario, the latest trends and drivers, and the overall market environment. The market is driven by APAC's growing shipbuilding business and growing automotive industry.
In addition, the growing shipbuilding business is also expected to boost market growth. Fat market analysis includes end-user segment and geographic landscapes. The fat market is segmented as follows: End user • Automotive • Construction &amp; off-highway • General manufacturing • Steel • Other geographic landscapes • APAC • Europe • North America • MEA • South
America This study finds that increased rail trade and logistics will be one of the main reasons for the growth of the fat market over the next few years. The analyst presents a detailed picture of the market by studying, synthesis and summarising data from multiple sources by analyzing key variables. Our fat market report covers the following areas: • Fat market size • Fat market
forecast • Fat market analysis Read the full report: About Reportlinker ReportLinker is an award-winning market research solution. Reportlinker finds and organizes the latest industry data to get all the market research you need - right away, in one place. _____ CONTACT: Clare: clare@reportlinker.com US: (339)-368-6001 Intl: +1 339-368-6001TEGNA publishes preliminary
results from Q4 and for the full year 2020, guidance for the full year 2021 and the renewal of the share buyback programme. Car investors who follow the NIO remember that just two months ago, the company introduced a 100kWh battery pack - its largest until then - that can be switched to any of its models to increase range. In addition to offering a 100 kWh battery pack as an
upgrade to all of its models, NIO also offers the package through its current NIO Owners as a Service subscription program. It is not yet clear whether the NIO will make a new 150 kWh package available through a battery subscription program, but with Tesla (NASDAQ: TSLA) increasing local production of the Model Y - a direct competitor to NIO's ES6 and EC6 - it seems likely
that it will. Yes, it will.
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